
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE
Technical Instruations

Item 9 (BG/l). Maroh, 193?

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE BG/l
Function

This Wheatstone Bridge is designed to permit of the following types of measurement:-
Resistance. e.g. Line loop.
Resistance unbalance of lines by the 'Yarley' loop test.
Internal resistance of batteries.

Drawing A37ll, Issue 2.

The bridge can be used for measuring resistances of any value up to 1,111,000 ohms
to an accuracy above 100 ohms of one part in 10,000, and below 100 ohms to 0.01 ohm.
Used as a resistance box the variable standard resistance enables any value between I and
ll,ll0 ohms to be obtained. The internal resistance of batteries, of voltages up to 200
volts, can be directly measured to within about l0 ohms.

Description
The resistances in the ratio arms of the bridge are controlled by rheostats designated

Multiply and Divide respectively, located at the top of the panel on either side of the
galvanometer. The switches each have three positions designated 10, 100 and 1,000, the
designations indicating the value of resistance in circuit in ohms. The variable standard
resistance is provided, like a resistance box, with four decade switches, one each for thousands
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Description (Contd,)

of ohms, hundreds, tens and units. The galvanometer is a central zero instrument reading
up to 30 on either side. The battery and galvanometer keys are located at the bottom of
the panel to the right of the centre and are of the push type. They are designated B and G
respectively, and are each provided with a locking devjce. Three pairs of terminals are
provided at the bottom of the panel on the left. The central pair, designated X, and Xr,
are for connecting the resistance or line to be measured and are extended to two jacks in the
Test Bay jackfield, wired in parallel but with their tip and ring connections reversed so as

to provide a ready means for reversing the line connections. The pair of terminals on the
right, designated R, and Rz, are connected directly across the four decade resistances and
connection is made to them when it, is desired to use them as a standard resistance box.
The pair on the left, designated B- and Bf , are provided for the connection of a battery
of which the internal resistance is to be measured. The key in the centre of the panel has
three positions. In the central position it ananges the circuit for simple resistance measure-
ments and in the Varley position for measuring resistance unbalance. The third position
is used in conjunction with the switch designated Battery Only, on the right of the panel,
for arranging the circuit for the mea,surement of battery resistance. The latter key when
operated substitutes equal resistances of fixed value, namely 2,500 ohms and of adequate

current carrying capacity, in place of the variable..resistances in the ratio arms, and also
connects the resistance of the Increase Sensitivity control, located at the top right-hand
corner of the panel, and a fixed resistance of 3,000 ohms in series with the galvanometer.

A 6-volt D.C. supply is provided for the normal operation of the panel, either for the
measurement of resistance or for the Varley test,, and a 100 volt D.C. supply for battery
resistance measurements. n'uses are provided in the 100 volt positive lead and in the
galvanometer circuit and are located on the back of the panel. Access to them is obtained
by removing the back cover.

Measurement of Resistance
The resistance to be measured should be connected either to the X, and X, terminals

or to one of the jacks in the Test Bay jackfieid to which these are wired. The switches

should be operated as follows :-
Varley - Batt Res key in mid position
Battery onlY keY to off.

The circuit is now arranged as a simple Wheatstone Bridge with the galvanometer
connected, in series with its switch, between the junction of one of the ratio arms P and the
variable resistance arm -B and the junction of the other ratio arm Q and the unknown resistauce

a,rm X. The 6 volt battery, in series with its switch, is connected between the junction of
P and Q and that of -E and X. The variable resistance.B is adjusted to a value such that
when the battery and galvanometer keys are depressed there will be no current through the
galvanometer. This condition obtains when the two ends of the galvanometer circuit are

at the same potential, that is to say, when the rutio PIR is the same as the ratio Q/X. I'rom

this it follows that X:9*.
P
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Measurement of Resistance (Contd,)

On the panel the variable resistances Q and P are designated Multiply and Divide,

respectively,' The rule therefore becomes X : R 'Multiply' setting
'Divide' setting

The most sensitive condition is obtained when the resistances in the four arms of the
bridge are all equal or, in practice, when the resistances in the ratio arms are equal to one
another and of the same order as the resistance to be measured. Obviously, however, this
condition can only be met for resistances which fall within the range of adjustment provided
for the resistances in the ratio arms, namely between about 10 and 1,000 ohms. Furthermore,
it is only possible to equate the variable resistance -B to the unknown resistance X over the
range of adjustment provided for the former. Therefore when the resistance to be measured
exceeds 10,000 ohms the unity ratio c&n no longer be used and Q must be made larger than P

to enable a balance to be obtained, that is to say,
the setting of the Multiply control must be greater
than that of the Divide control. Likewise if the
resistance to be measured is fairly small it will be

6\. impossible to obtain an exact balance with P and Q
equ4l unless it is an exact number of ohms, because
the fourth. dial of the variable resistance does not
give fractions of an ohm. In such a case therefore
greater accuracy will be obtained if P is made
greater than Q, that is to say, if the setting of the

Drawins A.3945, Fig. I. Divide control is greater than that of the Multiply
control.

The foregoing remarks can be summarised in the following practical rules :-
(a) Ior resistances eaceeiling 10,000 ohms, set Multiply to 1,000, and set Divide

to 100 if the resistance to be measured is less than 100,000 or to 10 if it is
greater than 100,000 ohms.

(b) Xor resistances between 100 and, 10,000 ohms sat both Divide and Multiply
controls to the same value, namely, 100 if the resistance to be measured
lies between 100 and 500 ohms, and to 1,000 if it lies between 500 and
10,000 ohms.

(c) For resistances und'er 100 ohms sel Multiply to 10, and set Divide to 100 if the
resistance to be measured is greater than 10 ohms or to 1,000 if it is less
than 10 ohms.

Before making the test the value of the resistance to be measured should be estimated
and the decade dials initially set to the corresponding value. When making a test for balance
the battery key B should always be depressed before the galvanometer key G, because other-
wise, if the resistance under test has either an inductive or capacitative component the
galvanometer needle will kick even in the balance condition. If when a test is made the
needle deflects to the left, the resistance in circuit should be increased, and conversely, if the
needle deflects to the right the resistance should be decreased.
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Varley Loop Test
Bor measuring cond.uctor resistance unbalance the switches should be set as follows :-

Varley - Batt Res. keY to VarleY

Battery only key to Off.

The line to be tested should be connected either to the X, and X, terminals or to one of

the jacks in the Test Bay jackfield to which these are wired, and at the distant station the

conductors should be looped together and earthed.

The circuit is now ananged as shown, with the galvanometer connected as before in

series with its key, between the junction of P and fi and the junction of Q and X, and with the

6w

6 volt battery connected in series

with its key between the junction of
P and 0 and earth. The batterY is
thus virtually connected between the
junction of the ratio arms and the

- 

'. earthed loop at the distant station

-n 
so that the -tB arm of the bridge

I-= includes the variable resistance and

one leg of the line, and the X arm the
other leg of the line.

DrauingA.S}4S,Fig,2.Unityratioshouldbeused'both
the Divide and MultiPlY controls

being set at 100, and balance obtained. as before by adjustment of the variable resistance.

The test should be started with a resistance setting of zero, because if the two conductors

have exactly the same resistance, balance will be obtained with the zero setting' If, how-

ever, the galvanometer shows a deflection this can be balanced out' by inserting resistance

in the "R arm. If the deflection increases when resistance is inserted the line should be trans'

ferred to theotherjacksoastoreversethe connections to it. When balance is obtained, the

resistance unbalance of the line is given directly by the setting of the decade controls'

In the event of two lines being looped A-A and B-B at the distant point, an overall

test can be made by looping and earthing one of the lines and connecting the other to the

Test jack. The result ofth" test in this case will be the algebraic sum of the unbalances o{

the two lines.

The Yarley test can also be used for locating an earth on a line, but in this case the two

legs of the circuit are looped only and not earthed at the distant point. The resistance of

th-e loop should fi.rst be measued by the method described {or resistance measurements, and

then the resistance unbalance measured by the method. given above. If .Er is the loop

resistance and. Rrthe resistance unbalance, the distance of the earth in ohms from the st'ation

at which the measurement is made is then given by the expression &; x'
2
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Battery Resistance
For this measurement, the battery of which the internal resistance is required should

be connected to terminals B- and Bf in the correct polarity. The Increase Sensitivity
control should be turned as far as possible in an anti-clockwise direction. The Varley-Batt
Res key should be thrown to Batt Res, and the Battery only key to On.

The circuit is then arranged as shown. The Multiply and Divide resistance in the ratio
arms are cut out of circuit and fi.xed and equal resistances P, connected in their places. The
I00 volt battery is connected in the X arm in opposition to the battery to be tested, the
negative poles of both batteries being earthed. The galvanometer is connected in series with

a f.xed resistance and with the Increase Sensitivity
control between the junction of P, and .B and the
junction of P, and X, and the key G is no longer in
circuit. The key B is connected across the junction

B of the two P, arms and that o{ the .B and X arms,
but the 6 volt battery is cut out of circuit, so that
when this key is closed it merely places a short circuit
across these two points. There will be a resultant
e.m.f. due to the difierence between the voltages of the
two batteries, and this will cause & current to flow
in either orie direction or the other round the closed loop
provided by the four arms of the bridge. A difference

of potential will therefore exist between the ends of the high resistance shunt containing the
galvanometer and a, deflection will be obtained. This is adjusted as nearly as possible to
full scale deflection in ord.er to obtain the most sensitive condition by means of the Increase
Sensitivity control. If now the resistance in the -B arm is adjusted to the same value as the
resistance in the X arm, that is, if .B is made equal to the internal resistance of the battery
under test (the resistance of the I00 volt accumulator battery in series with it being negligible),

it can be shown that piacing a short-circuit across the points to which the contacts of the
key B are connected will not alter the potential applied across the shunt containing the

galvanometer.
If 'e'is the rosultant e.m.f., and if R: X then, neglectingthe smallcurrent through

the galvanometer, the current flowing round the loop with key B open, will be,

,_",t- 2(P,+x)
and tho difference of potential across the shunt containing the galvanometer will be

Zi.P. which equals -:!-='t-1."---- . p,+X
If key B is now closed, the arm Jl and the left-hand arm P, are short-circuited, and the

potential at the left-hand end of the shunt containing the galvanometer is the same as that
at the upper end of the right-hand arm P,. The current flowing round the loop will now be

i'9: r+z
and the potential difierence &cross the shunt containing the galvanometer will be

'irP, which as before - " P' 
,P.+ X

Drawing A.3945, Ei'7, 3.
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Battery Resistance (Contd)

Having adjusted for approximately full scale deflection by means of the Increase

Sensitivit! control, the process is therefore to adjust the variable resistance to a value such

that when the key B is depressed. no movement of the galvanometer needle can be detected.

Over a wid.e range of adjustment of the decade dials the change in the meter reading will be

extremely small, amounting to little more than a quiver, and unless the needle is closely

observed when the key is actually being operated, it will be difiicult to determine the point

of balance with any d"gr"" of accuracy. In practice, however, results accurate to within

about l0 ohms can be obtained with careful use'

If, with the Increase Sensitivity control set for minimum sensitivity, the galvanometer

goes hard over against its stop, this willindicate either that the voltage of the I00 volt battery

i, Iow o, that that of the battery under test is greater than 200' In the latter case the battery

can either be tested. in two sections or, i{ an accumulator of suitable voltage is available,

this can be connected in series opposition with the battery under test in order to obtain a

nett voltage slightly tess than 200. A similar expedient could be adopted in the unlikely

casq of thJvoltage of thu brtt""y under test being exactly the same as that of the test battery

so that no galvanometer d.eflection is obtained.. In this case, of course, it would not matter

if the accumulator, which need only be about 2 volts, were connected in series op1'osition

or in series aiding. In either case the error due to {he small additional resistance introduced

by the accumulator can be ignored.

Resistance Box
To use the decade resistances forming the va,ria,ble resistance of the bridge as a resista'nce

box it is only necessary to make connoction to the terminals Rr and Rs and ad'just the controls

to the value required. Any exact number of ohms between 1 and II,II0 ohms is available,

but the ourrent in the circuit should be restricted as follows:-
Units dial only in use ..
Tens and Units dials onlY

Ilundreds, Tens and Units
ln use

dials in

! ampere
0.2 ,,

60 milliamperes
20 ,,AII dials in use


